I. **CFL Challenge** – Discussion of the Mayor’s Greater Green Bay Sustainable Task Force CFL (Compact Fluorescent Light bulb) Challenge. Crystal handed out order forms for all of the committee members, and asked committee members to promote in their classrooms. Deadline has been extended, please return all of the order forms to the bursar’s office by Friday.

II. **General Education Requirement Legislation** – Paul Gazdik and Crystal Osman are presenting legislation at the Senate meeting tonight at 5 pm. If committee members would like to be on the proposed exploratory committee please let Crystal know. The Environmental Affairs Committee is in agreement that this should be taken up on an individual senator/secretary basis. Crystal will keep committee updated on what is happening with exploratory committee.

III. **Health and Safety Meeting – Smoking Ban** – Health and Safety Committee will be holding a meeting on Wednesday, October 17th from 2-4:30 pm in the Gathering Room.

IV. **Sustainability Committee Update** – Sustainability Committee created a list of goals for the 2007-2008 school year. One aspect we may want to approach may be to work on energy and increasing the amount of NatureWise we purchase every year from WPS.

V. **Updates** – Eco-tips of the week will be in the fourth estate this week Thursday. The committee would like to submit 3 tips every week. The next two weeks will be covered by Crystal and the following week will be discussed in committee. Senators agree to bring ideas next time and discuss. Survey results from last year’s Environmental Affairs Committee were also handed out for ideas for goals. Anyone who is interested in aiding the Union and Dining Committee with table tent legislation should attend Crystal Jushka’s meeting. Crystal Osman will be helping in the discussion of the legislation.

VI. **Goals** – Goals were discussed and it was decided that Crystal would list her goals and the committee would branch off of that with ideas and other possibilities. Would like to come up with 1-2 short goals for the semester, and possibly 1-2 goals for the year.